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Abstract             
This research is concerned with the existence  a relationship between  Stochastic Differential Equations  
(SDEs), Backward Stochastic Differential Equations  (BSDEs)  and Partial Differential Equations  (PDEs).  
            This research includes a major application of stochastic analysis, we study about applications to 
mathematical finance, and particularly, options as an example of financial derivatives and Black-Scholes 
method. 
1  Introduction  
Stochastic calculus is a branch of mathematics that operates on stochastic processes. It allows a consistent theory 
of integration to be defined for integrals of stochastic processes with respect to semi-martingales. It is used to 
model systems that behave randomly. These include stochastic differential equation (SDEs). The best-known 
stochastic process to which stochastic calculus is applied is the Brownian motion / Wiener process (named in 
honor of Norbert Wiener), which is used for modeling Brownian motion as described by Louis Bachelier in 1900 
and by Albert Einstein in 1905 and other physical diffusion processes in space of particles subject to random 
forces. Since the 1970s, Brownian motion has been widely applied in financial mathematics and economics to 
model the evolution in time of stock prices, options, and bond interest rates. Stochastic analysis, involving 
analytical nature, which is an infinite dimensional analysis has become nowadays one of the most important and 
attractive fields due to its applications in different fields such as PDEs, differential geometry, finance, Malliavin 
calculus and potential theory. 
We refer the reader to [1], [2], [4], and [5], for more information and applications. 
 
2   Stochastic Calculus  
  
2.1   Preliminaries in Measure Theory 
 
We start this section by some information from measure theory and integration. More details and proofs 
can be found for example in [2], [1] and [4].  
Definition 2.1 Let   be a nonempty set and F  be a collection of subsets of  . We say that F  is a 
 field (  algebra) if: 
 (i) F  
 (ii) ,FF  cAA  
 (iii) ,,,, 21 nAAA   ... .
1=
FF 

j
j
A  In this case, the pair ),( F  is called a  measurable space.  
Definition 2.2 The  algebra generated by all open sets in R  is called the Borel  algebra and is denoted 
by ).(RB  Its elements are called Borel sets or Borel measurable sets.  
Definition 2.3 Let ),( F  be a measurable space. A measure P  on F  is a function :P  )[0,F  
with the properties: 
 (i) 0,=)(P  
 (ii) if FiA  1,j  and =ji AA   ,ji   then  
 ).(=)(
1=1=
j
j
j
j
AA PP 

  
The triplet ),,( PF  is space called a measure space and the members of F  are called measurable sets. If 
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1,=)(P  then P  is called a probability measure, and ( ,F , )P  is a probability space. A measurable set 
A  is called a null set if 0.=)(AP  
Definition 2.4 (i) Let ),( F  be a measurable space. A function R:f  is called measurable if 
),()(1 RBF  BBf  where )(RB  is Borel  algebra, i.e.  
 ).(}{=})(|{ RBF  BBfBf   
 (ii) Let ),( F  be a measurable space. A function R:f  is called a random variable if  is measurable.  
  
2.2  Stochastic Processes 
 Definition 2.5 A stochastic process is a collection R][0,: TX  
  }0,),(:),({  TttX   such that 
 (i) for each ,.)(, tXt  is R -valued random variable on ,  
 (ii) for each ,  ),( X  is measurable )),(( tXt   is called a sample path. 
  
Thus a stochastic process ),( tX  can be expressed as ))(( tX  or simply as )(tX  or .tX  
Definition 2.6 Let X be a random variable, i.e. R:X  is measurable. Define the expectation of X  by  
 .=)(=][ PPE XddXX     
  
The variance is .][][=]][[=)( 222 XXXXXvar EEEE   
Definition 2.7  A stochastic process ),( tB  is called a Brownian motion if it satisfies the following conditions: 
 (i)   1,=0=)(0,|  BP  
 (ii) For any ,<0 ts  the random variable )()( sBtB   is normally distributed with mean 0  and 
variance ,st   .,.ei  for any ba <  
   .
)(2
1
=)()( )2(
2
dxe
st
bsBtBa st
x
b
a


 P  
 (iii) ),( tB  has independent increments, .,.ei  for any ,<<<<0 210 ntttt   the random variables 
),()(,),()(),()(),( 112010  nn tBtBtBtBtBtBtB   are independent, 
 (iv) Almost all sample paths of ),( tB  are continuous functions, i.e.  
   1.=continuous is)(.,|  BP  
 
2.3  Martingales 
First we start with the notion of conditional expectation. 
Definition 2.8 Let ),,( PF  be a probability space and R:X  be an integrable random variable, i.e. 
 <||=|][| PE dXX . Assume FG  a sub  algebra. We say that Y  is the conditional expectation 
of X  with respect to ,G  and denote it by  ,|GE X  if  
(i) Y  is G - measurable, 
 (ii) PP YdXd
EE  =  .GE   
 
Existence and uniqueness of conditional expectation is achieved by Radon-Nikodym theorem, a well-
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known theorem in functional analysis. 
Note that the conditional expectation  GE |X  is random, while the expectation  XE  is 
deterministic. 
We recall that a  filtration on a probability space ),,( PF  is a sequence  
Ttt 0F  of sub-sigma 
algebras of F  such that for all st >  ., ts FF   
Definition 2.9 A stochastic process  0, tX t  is called a martingale with respect to  0, ttF  if: 
 (i) X  is adapted to  0, ttF , i.e. tX  is tF measurable for all 0t .  
 (ii)   0,<  tXE t .  
 (iii)   .,=| stXXE sst F   
 
2.4  Stochastic Integration 
         Let us first assume that R)[0,:f  has the form  
                        ),()(=),(=
)1)2(,2[
0
tetf njnjj
j
   
 where   denotes the characteristic (indicator) function and n  is a natural number. For such functions it is 
reasonable to define  
 ),]()[(=)()(
1
0

j
t
j
tj
j
T
S
BBetdBt 
  (2.1) 
 where  
 .=and,
>2 if
<2 if
2 if 2
== )(
j
tj
n
n
nn
n
kk BB
TkT
SkS
TkSk
tt
















 
 
Without any further assumptions on the functions )(je  this leads to difficulties. We slant then with 
the details in this issue.  
Definition 2.10 Let )(tB  be n-dimensional Brownian motion. Then we define 
)(= ntt FF  to be the 
 algebra generated by the random variables )(sB ; ts  . In other words, tF  is the smallest  algebra 
containing all sets of the form  
 },)(,,)(:{ 1
1
k
k
tt FBFB     
 where tt j   and 
n
jF R  are Borel sets, .1,2,= kj   (We assume that all sets of measure zero are 
included in tF ).  
 Definition 2.11 Let ),(= TSVV  be the class of functions  
 R)[0,:),( tf  
 such that  
(i) ),(),(  tft   is FB -measurable, where B  denotes the Borel  -algebra on )[0, , 
(ii) ),( tf  is tF  -adapted, 
(iii) .<]),([ 2  dttf
T
S
E   
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2.4.1  The Itô Integral 
   For functions Vf  we will now show how to define the Itô integral  
 ),(),(=)]([  t
T
S
dBtfF I  
 where tB  is 1-dimensional Brownian motion. 
The idea is natural: First we define ][I  for a simple class of functions  . Then we show that each 
Vf  can be approximated (in an appropriate sense) by such s   and we use this to define fdB  as the limit 
of dB  as .f  
We now give the details of this construction: A function V  is called elementary if it has the form  
 ).()(=),( )
1
,[ tet
j
t
j
tj
j

   
 Note that since V  each function je  must be 
j
tF measurable. 
For elementary functions ),(  t  we define the integral according to (2.1), i.e.  
 ).)](()()[(=)()( 1
0
 jjj
j
t
T
S
tBtBedBt   (2.2) 
 Now we make the following important observation:  
Lemma 2.1 (Itô isometry)   
If ),(  t  is bounded and elementary then  
                      .),(=))(),(( 22 






  dttdBt
T
S
t
T
S
 EE     (2.3) 
The idea is now to use the isometry (2.3) to extend the definition from elementary functions to 
functions in .V  We do this in several steps: 
Step 1. Let Vg  be bounded and ),( g  continuous for each  . Then there exist elementary 
functions Vn  such that  
 .0)( 2 


  nasdtg n
T
S
E  
       Step 2. Let Vh  be bounded. Then there exist bounded functions Vng  such that ),( ng  is 
continuous for each   and n , and  
 0.)( 2 


  dtgh n
T
S
E  
       Step 3. Let Vf . Then there exists a sequence V}{ nh  such that nh  is bounded for each ,n  and  
 .0)( 2 


  nasdthf n
T
S
E  
        We are now ready to complete the definition of Itô integral  
 )(),(  t
T
S
dBtf  
 for Vf . If Vf  we choose, by Steps 1-3, elementary functions Vn  such that  
 0.)( 2 


  dtf n
T
S
E  
 Then we define  
 ).(),(lim:=)(),(:=)]([  tn
T
Sn
t
T
S
dBtdBtff 

I  
 The limit exists as an element of ),,(2 PFL , since )}(),({  tn
T
S
dBt  forms a Cauchy sequence in 
).,,(2 PFL   
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Now using this definition by approximation via elementary processes we deduce with the help of 
Lemma 2.1 the following Itô isometry for elements of ).,( TSV   
Corollary 2.1 (Itô isometry)   
 ).,(allfor ),(=)),(( 22 TSfdttfdBtf
T
S
t
T
S
VEE 






    (2.4) 
   
Theorem 2.1 Let ),,(, TSgf V  ,<< 0 TUS  and c  be a constant. Then 
(i) t
T
U
t
U
S
t
T
S
fdBfdBfdB  =  for a.a. ,  
(ii) t
T
S
t
T
S
t
T
S
gdBfdBcdBgcf   =)(  for a.a. ,  
(iii) 0,=][ t
T
S
fdBE  
(iv) t
T
S
fdB  is TF measurable.  
 
2.4.2  Extensions of the Itô integral 
 
Itô integral fdB  can be defined for a larger class of integrands f  than V . Let us expand this issue 
briefly. Assume that there exists an increasing family of  algebras 0};{ ttH  such that B  is a martingale 
with respect to 0},{ ttH . 
Let us denote by ),( TSk
H
V  to the class of processes 
ktf R),(   satisfying:  
(i) ),(),(  tft   is FB -measurable, where B  denotes the Borel  algebra on )[0, , 
(ii) 
tf  is tH -measurable 0,t  
(iii) 1.=]<|),(|[ 2  dssf
T
S
E  
Since B  is a martingale then 0,  ttt HF . 
Here k  can be 1, in which case we simply write ),( TS
H
V  for ),(1 TS
H
V  and can be ,nm  which 
is the case when f  is a matrix. If 1,=m  we write ),( TS
n
H
V  instead of ).,(1 TSn
H
V  If 
0,=
)( tntt FH  we write ).,(=),( )( TSTS
k
n
k
F
VV  Thus ),,(=),(
1 TSTS VV  
).(0,=)(0,=
0>
Tnm
T
nmnm   VVV    
Definition 2.12 ),( TS
H
W  denotes the class of processes R),( tf  satisfying 
(i) ),(),(  tft   is FB -measurable, where B  denotes the Borel  algebra on )[0, , 
(ii) There exists an increasing family of  algebras 0; ttH  such that 
a) tB  is a martingale with respect to tH  and  
b) tf  is H adapted, 
(iii) 1.=]<),([ 2  dssf
T
S
P  
Similarly to the notation for V  we put ),(0,=
0>
T
T
WW
H   and in the matrix case we write 
),( TSnmW  etc. If )(= nFH  we write ),( TSW  instead of ),()( TSn
F
W  etc. If the dimension is clear from 
the context we sometimes drop the superscript and write F  for 
)(n
F  and so on.  
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Theorem 2.2 (The Itô representation theorem)  
 Let ),,( )(2 PF nTLF  . Then there exists a unique stochastic process )(0,),( Ttf
n
V  such 
that  
 ).(),(][=)(
0
tdBtfFF
T
 E  (2.5) 
  
More details on this fact as well as its proof can be found in [5, P. 52].  
Theorem 2.3 (Martingale representation theorem)  
Let ))(),...,((=)( 1 tBtBtB n  be an n -dimensional Brownian motion. Suppose tM  is an 
)(n
tF
martingale (with respect to )P  and that ),,(
2
PF LM t  for all 0t . Then there is a unique stochastic 
process ),( sg  such that )(0,)( tg nV  for all 0t  and  
 0..,.)(),(][=)(
0
0   tsasdBsgMM
t
t  E  (2.6) 
  
3  Itô's Formula 
  
 Definition 3.1  
Let B  be a 1-dimensional Brownian motion on ),,( PF . A 1-dimensional Itô process is a stochastic 
process X  on ),,( PF  of the form  
 0,),(),(),(=
00
0   tsdBsvdssuXX
tt
t   (3.1) 
 where 
H
Wv , so that  
 1.=0 allfor ,<),( 2
0 


  tdssv
t
P  (3.2) 
 We also assume that  is tH adapted and  
 1.=0 allfor ,<|),(|
0 


  tdssu
t
P  (3.3) 
 
If X  is an Itô process, equation (3.1) is sometimes written in the shorten differential form  
 .= tt vdBudtdX   (3.4) 
 Theorem 3.1 (Itô's formula)  
 Let X  be an Itô process given by 
  
 .= tt vdBudtdX   
 Let ).)([0,),( 2 RCxtg  Then ),(= tt XtgY  is again on Itô process, and  
  
 .),(
2
1
),(),(=
2
2
dtXt
x
g
dBXt
x
g
dtXt
t
g
dY ttttt 







 
4  Stochastic Differential Equations 
A stochastic differential equation (SDE) is an equation of the form  
   ,,),(=
00
0 ss
t
s
t
t dBXsdsXsbXX    
 or in differential form  
   ,,),(= tttt dBXtdtXtbdX   (4.1) 
 where 
nX R:0  is a random variable, 
nnTb RR ][0,:  and mnnT  RR][0,:  are 
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measurable functions. 
 
5  Backward Stochastic Differential Equations 
 
5.1  Notation 
 
Let ),,( PF  be a complete probability space and W  be a d dimensional Brownian motion on this 
space. We will denote by 0)( ttF  the natural filtration of .W  
We will work with two spaces of processes. 
  Denote by )(2 kRS  to the vector space formed by the processes ,Y  which are progressively 
measurable, take values in 
k
R . 
 
2
cS  is the subspace of 
2
S  formed by continuous process. Two indistinguishable process in such spaces will be 
equal and we will use the same notations for the quotient spaces. 
  Denote )(2 dkRM  to the set of those processes ,Z  progressively measurable, with values in 
,dkR  
 
 where if 
dkz R . Denote )(2 dkRM  as the set of equivalent classes of )(2 dkRM . 
Will be often omit 
k
R  and 
dk
R ; so in particular the space 
2
S , 
2
cS  and 
2
M  are Banach spaces for 
the preceding defined norms. We denote by 
2
B  to the Banach space )()( 22 dkk  RMRS . 
In this section we are given a random mapping f  defined on 
dkkT  RR][0,  with values in 
k
R  such that, for any 
dkkzy  RR),( , the process Ttzytf    0)},,({  is progressively measurable. We are 
given also an TF -random variable  , taking its values in 
k
R . We want to solve the following backward 
stochastic differential equation (BSDE):  
 ,=,  0,),,(= Tttttt YTtdWZdtZYtfdY   (5.1) 
 or, equivalently, in the integral form:  
 .  0,),,(= TtdWZdsZYsfY ss
T
t
ss
T
t
t    (5.2) 
 
The function f  is called the generator of BSDE (5.1) and   is the terminal value or terminal 
condition. See Definition 5.1 below for precise definition of the solution of BSDE (5.1). 
Before introducing the notion of solution of BSDEs, let us discuss briefly a simple case of (5.1).  
Example 5.1 Consider the following differential equation for ],[0,Tt   
 .=0,= Tt YdY  (5.3) 
 If we treat this equation as an ODE, i.e. R , then it possesses the unique solution =tY . But if we treat 
this equation as an SDE, i.e. ),,,(2 PFTL   then, in general, no tF adapted solution exists because the 
only candidate solution =tY  is not necessarily adapted to the underlying filtration  
 
Let us reformulate the differential equation (5.3) so that it makes sense in a stochastic setting. Set 
]|[= ttY FE  , where tF  is assumed to be the Brownian filtration. By the martingale representation theorem 
(Theorem 2.3), there exists a process Z  in 2M , such that  
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 ss
t
t dWZYY  00=  
 or, in differential form, this becomes  
 .=,= Tttt YdWZdY  
 The solution of this backward SDE should then be given by a pair ).,( tt ZY   
Definition 5.1  A solution of BSDE (5.1) is a couple of processes ),( ZY  satisfying: 
1. Y and Z are progressively measurable with values respectively in 
k
R  and 
dk
R ; 
2.  <)|||(| 220 dsZY ss
T
E ;  
3. P  -a.s., we have:  
 .  0,),,(= TtdWZdsZYsfY ss
T
t
ss
T
t
t    
  
6  Applications 
 
6.1   Application to PDEs 
 
Consider the PDE in R  
 
 
),(=),(
0,=),(),(),(
xgxTv
xtfxtvxtvt  L
 (6.1) 
 where L  is the generator of the forward SDE  
 
,=
,)()(=
R

xX
dWXdsXbdX
t
ssss 
 (6.2) 
 given by  
 ).(),()(
2
1
)()(=)( 22 RL Chxhxxhxbxh '''    (6.3) 
 
Here W  is a Brownian motion in R , and ,b  RR:  are Lipschitz mappings.  
Theorem 6.1  Assume ),]([0,1,2 RR TCv  is a solution of (6.1) such that for some constant 
0>C   
 )||(1 |)(),(||),(| pxCxxt
x
v
xtv 


   (6.4) 
 for all ,][0,),( R Txt  for some 1.p  Then, ),( xtv  can be represented as  
 ,)(),(=),( ,, 


  xttxts
T
t
XgdsXsfxtv E  
 where tsX xts ,
,
 is the solution of (6.2).  
  
Proof. Let ).,(= ,xtss XsvY  From Itô's formula and (6.1), we deduce  
 s
xt
s
xt
s
xt
s
xt
s
xt
ss dWXXs
y
v
dsXbXs
y
v
dsXs
s
v
dY )(),()(),(),(= ,,,,, 








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 dsXXs
y
v xt
s
xt
s )(),(
2
1 ,2,
2
2



  
  
 ,)(),(),(= ,,, s
xt
s
xt
s
xt
s dWXXs
y
v
dsXsf 


  
 by using (6.1). Therefore  
 ,)(),(),(= ,,, s
xt
s
xt
s
T
t
xt
s
T
t
Tt dWXXs
y
v
dsXsfYY 


   
 and since  
 ),(=),(= ,, xtT
xt
TT XgXTvY  
 we have  
 .),()(=][=),( ,, 


   dsXsfXgYxtv xts
T
t
xt
Tt EE  
 The expectation of the stochastic integral vanishes with the help of (6.4). This completes the proof.  
 
We now study a most general PDE than (6.1) in which we deal with a nonlinear are when f  in values 
v  and its derivative.  
Theorem 6.2  Let 
1,2Cv  be a classical solution of  
 
).(=),(
0=)),()(),,(,,(),(),(
xgxTv
xtvxxtvxtfxtvxtv xt  L
 (6.5) 
 Assume that  satisfies xv  satisfy (6.4) in Theorem 6.1 (with 1).=p  Let ,,=
, tsXX xtss   denote the 
solution of (6.2) assuming that b  and   are Lipschitz. Define  
 ).,()(=),,(= sxssss XsvXZXsvY   
 Then ),( ZY  solves the BSDE  
 
),(=
,),,,(=
TT
ssssss
XgY
dWZdsZYXsfdY 
 (6.6) 
 
furnished over the completed filtration N }  |{ srtWW tr , ,ts   where N  is the 
collection of P -null sets.  
  
Proof. Apply Itô's formula to ),(= ss XsvY  for Tst    , to get by using also (6.2),  
 sssssss dXdXXs
x
v
dXXs
x
v
dsXs
s
v
dY ),(
2
1
),(),(=
2
2








 
  
 ssssss dWXXs
x
v
dsXbXs
x
v
dsXs
s
v
)(),()(),(),(= 








 
  
 .)(),(
2
1 2
2
2
dsXXs
x
v
ss 

  (6.7) 
 But from (6.5),  
 0=)),()(),,(,,(),(),( sxsssss XsvXXsvxsfXsvXsv  L  
 or in particular  
 ),())((
2
1
),()(),(
2
2
2
sssss Xs
x
v
XXs
x
v
XbXs
s
v








   
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 0.=)),()(),,(,,( ssss Xs
x
v
XXsvXsf


   
 Thus (6.7) becomes  
 ssssssss dWXXs
x
v
dsXs
x
v
XXsvXsfdY )(),()),()(),,(,,(= 





  
 ,),,,(= sssss dWZdsZYXsf    with ).(),(= sss XXs
x
v
Z 


  
  
Remark 6.1 Note that ),(=),(= , xtvXtvY xttt  is deterministic, so is 
)(),(=)(),(= xxt
x
v
XXt
x
v
Z tts  



, since they are },{={0}    measurable .  
 
  
6.2  Application to Mathematical Finance 
  
6.2.1  The Market, Portfolio and Arbitrage 
  
Definition 6.1  a) Let 
)(m
tF  be the natural filtration of an m-dimensional Brownian motion 
).,,( 1 mBB   A market is an 
)(m
tF adapted (n+1)-dimensional Itô process 
)),(,),(),((=)( 10 tXtXtXtX n  ,  0 Tt   which we will assume has the form  
 1,=(0);)(),(=)( 000 XdttXttdX   (6.8) 
 and  
 )(),(),(=)(
1=
tdBtdtttdX jij
m
j
ii    
                        ,=(0)),(),(),(= R iiii xXtdBtdtt   
 where 
i  is row number i of the mn  matrix ],[ ij  N ni1 . 
b) The market ][0,)}({ TttX   is called normalized if 1.)(0 tX  
c) A  portfolio in the market ][0,)}({ TttX   is an (n+1)-dimensional ),( t measurable and 
)(m
tF
adapted stochastic process  
 .  0));,(),...,,(),,((=),( 10 Tttttt n   (6.9) 
 d) The value at time t of a portfolio )(t  is defined by  
 )()(=)()(=),(=),(
0=
tXttXttVtV ii
n
i
    (6.10) 
 where   denotes inner product in 1nR . 
e) The portfolio )(t  is called self-financing if  
 ..<)()(|)()()()()(|
2
1=1=1=
00
0
sadssssssXss iji
n
i
m
j
ii
n
i
T















    (6.11) 
 and  
 )()(=)( tdXttdV   (6.12) 
 i.e.  
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 ].[0,for),()((0)=)(
0
TttdXtVtV
t
   (6.13) 
  
Remark 6.2 Note that we can always make the market normalized by defining  
 . 1),()(=)( 10 nitXtXtX ii 

 (6.14) 
 The market  
 ))(,),((1,=)( 1 tXtXtX n  
 is called the normalization of )(tX . 
 
Definition 6.2 A portfolio )(t  which satisfies (6.11) and which is self-financing is called  admissible 
if the corresponding value process )(tV   is ),( t  a.s. lower bounded, i. e. there exists <)(= KK  such 
that  
 .][0,),(a.a.for ,),(  TtKtV   (6.15) 
  
 Definition 6.3 An admissible portfolio )(t  is called an arbitrage (in the market )}{ ][0,TttX   if the 
corresponding value process )(tV   satisfies 0=(0)V  and  
 0.>0]>)([and a.s.0)( TVTV  P  
  
 
In other words, )(t  is an arbitrage if it gives an increase in the value from time 0=t  to time Tt =  
a.s., and a strictly positive increase with positive probability. So )(t  generates a profit without any risk of 
losing money. 
The following theorem is due to Dudley (1977), [3].  
Theorem 6.3 Let F be an 
)(m
TF -measurable random variable and let )(tB  be an m-dimensional 
Brownian motion. Then there exists ),(0,=)(0,= 1 )(
0>
1
)( T
m
m
T
m
m
m 




FF
WWW   such that  
 ).(),(][=)(
0
tdBTFF
T
 E  (6.16) 
  
       Note that   is not unique because F  is not assumed to be square integrable. 
This implies that for any constant z  there exists 
m
W  such that  
 ).(),(=)(
0
tdBTzF
T
   
 Thus, if we let nm =  and interprete )(=)(,),(=)( 11 tXtBtXtB nn  as prices, and put 1)(0 tX , this 
means that we can, with any initial fortune ,z  generate any )(mTF measurable final value )(= TVF , as long 
as we are allowed to choose the portfolio   freely from mW . This again underlines the need for some extra 
restriction on the family of portfolios allowed, like condition (6.15). This sentence is quoted from [5, P. 267]. 
 
Definition 6.4 An equivalent measure Q  to P  )( QP ~  such that the normalized process 
][0,)}({ TttX   is a (local) martingale with respect to Q  is called an equivalent (local) martingale measure.  
  
Proposition 6.1  Suppose that a process )(0,),( Ttu mV  satisfies the condition  
 .<),(
2
1
exp
2
0












 dssu
T
E  (6.17) 
 Define the measure uQQ =  on 
)(m
TF  by  
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 ).(),(
2
1
)(),(exp=)( 2
00
 PddttutdBtudQ
TT





    (6.18) 
 Then  
 )(),(:=)(
0
tBdssutB
T


   (6.19) 
 is an )(mtF martingale (and hence an 
)(m
tF Brownian motion) with respect to Q, and any 
),,( )(2 QLF mTF  has a unique representation  
 ),(),(][=)(
0
tBdtFF
T
Q

   E  (6.20) 
 where ),(  t  is an )(mtF adapted, ),( t measurable 
m
R valued process, such that  
 .<),(2
0



 dtt
T
Q E  (6.21) 
  
For the proof of this proposition we refer the reader to [6, Proposition 17.1].  
Remark 6.3 From now on we assume that there exists a (not necessarily unique) process 
)(0,),( Ttu mV  satisfying  
 ),.(.),(),(),(=),(),(  taatXtttut

  (6.22) 
 and  
 ,<),(
2
1
exp
2
0












 dssu
T
E  (6.23) 
 where )),,(,),,((=),( 1  tXtXtX n

 and we let uQQ =  and 

B  be as in (6.18), (6.19), as described 
in Proposition 6.1. This guarantees that the market ][0,)}({ TttX   has no arbitrage.  
 
6.3   Option Pricing 
  
Definition 6.5 a) A (European) contingent T claim (or just a T claim or claim) is a lower 
bounded )(mTF measurable random variable )(F . 
b) We say that the claim )(F  is attainable (in the market ))}({ ][0,TttX   if there exists an 
admissible portfolio )(t  and a real number z  such that  
 ..)()(:==)(
0
satdXtzVF
T
z 
   
 and such that  
 ,  0),()()()(=)(
1=
0
TtsBdsssztV ii
n
i
t


  

 
 is a Q martingale. 
If such a )(t  exists, we call it a replicating or hedging portfolio for .F  
c) The market ][0,)}({ TttX   is called complete if every bounded T-claim is attainable.  
  
Remark 6.4 A market )}({ tX  is complete if and only if there is one and only one equivalent 
martingale measure for the normalized market )}.({ tX   
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6.3.1  European Options 
 
Let )(F  be a T claim. A European option on the claim F  is a guarantee to be paid the amount 
)(F  at time 0>= Tt . How much would you be willing to pay at time 0=t  for such a guarantee? You 
could argue as follows: 
If I - the buyer of the option -pay the price y  for this guarantee, the I it must be possible to hedge to 
time T  a value ),(  TV y  which, if the guaranteed payoff )(F  is added, gives me a nonnegative result:  
 ..0)(),( saFTV y 
   
 Thus the maximal price )(= Fpp  the buyer is willing to pay is  
 such that  portfolio admissiblean  exists there:{sup=)( yFp  
 .}..)()()(:=),(
0
saFsdXsyTV
T
y 
    
 
On the other hand, the seller of this guarantee could argue as follows: 
If I- the seller -receive the price z  for this guarantee, then I can use this as the initial value in an 
investment strategy. With this initial fortune it must be possible to hedge to time T  a value ),(  TVz  which is 
not less than the amount )(F  that I have promised to pay to the buyer:  
 ..)(),( saFTVz 

 
 Thus the minimal price )(= Fqq  the seller is willing to accept is  
 such that portfolio admissiblean  exists there:{inf=)( zFq  
 .}..)()()(:=),(
0
saFsdXszTV
T
z 
   
  
Definition 6.6  If )(=)( FqFp  we call this common value the price (at 0=t ) of the (European) 
T contingent claim ).(F  
Two important examples of European contingent claims are 
a) the European call, where  
 
 )),((=)( KTXF i   
 for some },{1,2, ni   and some 0>K . This option gives the owner the right to buy one unit of security 
number i  at the specified price K  at time .T  So if KTX i >),(   at time ,T  the owner of the option will 
exercise as he/she will obtain a payoff KTX i ),(   at time ,= Tt  while if KTX i ),(   then the owner 
will not exercise his option and the payoff is 0.   
b) Similarly, the European put option gives the owner the right to sell one unit of security number i at a 
specified price K at time T. This option gives the owner the payoff  
 .)),((=)(   TXKF i  
  
Example 6.1 Suppose the market is given by  
 ].[0,,))((1=)( 2 TttBtX  R  
 We may ask whether the claim  
 ),(=)( 2  TBF  
 is attainable. We seek an admissible portfolio ))(),((=)( 10 ttt   and a real number z such that  
 ).()(=)()(=),(=)( 1
00
2 tdBtztdXtzTBF
TT
    (6.24) 
 By Itô's formula we see that  
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 ).()(2=),(
0
2 tdBtBTTB
T
  
 We conclude that  
 )(2=)(,= 1 tBtTz   
 do the job (6.24). Then we choose )(0 t  to make the portfolio )(t  self-financing. For this we need that  
 )()(=)()(=)(
0
tXtsdXsztV
t
z     
 i.e.  
 ).(2)(=)()(2 20
0
tBtsdBsBT
t
    
 So we choose )(2)()(2=)( 2
0
0 tBsdBsBTt
t
  . Then ))(),((=)( 10 ttt   is an admissible portfolio 
which replicates F and hence F is attainable.  
 
Theorem 6.4 (The generalized Black-Scholes formula)  
Suppose ))(),((=)( 10 tXtXtX  is given by  
 1,=(0),)()(=)( 000 XdttXttdX   (6.25) 
 0,>=(0)),()()()(),(=)( 11111 xXtdWtXtdttXttdX    (6.26) 
 where W  is a Brownian motion in R , )(),( tt   are deterministic, and  
 .<
)(
))(),((
2
1
exp
2
2
0











 
 dtt
ttT


E  (6.27) 
 Then the market )}({ tX  is complete and the price at time 0=t  of the European T claim 
)),((=)( 1  TXfF  where <))],(([ 1 TXfEQ  is  
 dy
y
dsssyxf
T
p
T















   2
2
2
0
1
2
exp))(
2
1
)((exp
2
)(
=




R
 (6.28) 
 where  
 .)(=and)(exp=)( 2
0
2
0
dssdssT
TT
  


  (6.29) 
 
Note that the solution of (6.26) is  
 .)),(
2
1
),(()(),(exp)(=)( 2
00
01 




   dssssdBstXtX
tt
  (6.30) 
  
Corollary 6.1 (The classical Black-Scholes formula) 
a) Suppose ))(),((=)( 10 tXtXtX  is the classical Black-Scholes market  
 1,=(0),)(=)( 000 XdttXtdX   
 0,>=(0)),()()(=)( 11111 xXtdWtXdttXtdX    
 where 0,,   are constants. Then the price p at time 0 of the European call option, with payoff  
 
 )),((=)( 1 KTXF   (6.31) 
 where 0>K  is a constant (the exercise price) is  
 ),
2
1
()
2
1
(= 1 TKeTxp
T      (6.32) 
 where  
 ,
2
1
=)(
2
2
1
R

 ydxey
xy

 (6.33) 
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 is the standard normal distribution function. 
b) The replicating portfolio ))(),((=)( 10 ttt   for this claim F in (6.31) is given by  
 






 ))(
2
1
)(
)(
ln()(=),( 212
1
1
1 tTtT
K
TX
tTt   (6.34) 
 with ),(0  t  determined and .=(0) pV

  
The above theorem (Theorem 6.4) and corollary (Corollary 6.1) are fundamental in mathematical 
finance. Their proof can be found in many text books such as [5, Chapter 6].  
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